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Definition: Acute disturbance
• An acute mental state
• Associated with an underlying mental and/or physical disorder
• In the form of
• (i) agitation and distress
• which is excessive verbal or motor activity
• which may or may not lead to aggression/ violence, or

• (ii) actual aggression/ violence
• entailing harm, hurt or injury to another person,
• or damage to property

• Regardless of whether verbally or behaviourally expressed, physical
harm is sustained or the intention is clear

Definitions: De-escalation and RT

• De-escalation
• An explicitly collaborative process involving a range of verbal and
non-verbal interventions that aim to defuse agitation and distress,
with the purpose of averting aggression or violence
• [can be considered as a process with discrete phases and identifiable
components]

• Rapid tranquillisation
• GOAL: To achieve a state of calmness without sedation, sleep or
unconsciousness, and thereby reducing the risk to self and/or others
whilst maintaining the ability of the patient to respond to
communication.
• [For ac.dist., sedation may be considered by some to be an appropriate
interim strategy]

• Parenteral route only, usually IM and exceptionally IV

Pre-RT and PRN

• Pre-RT
• GOAL: pre-emptively address ac.dist. and to avoid escalation and
need for physical restraint and parenteral medication
• All non-parenteral including non-parenteral PRN
• PRN
• Can play an important part of clinical mx of ac.dist to reduce risk of
incidents
• Can lead to polypharmacy and high cumulative doses
• but no evidence of increased effectiveness over standard doses

• Enhanced burden of adverse effects and associated monitoring
requirements

Scope
INCLUDED
• Adults (+ pregnancy)
• 3 key interventions: de-escalation, pre-RT, RT
• Focus on the evidence base
• Special settings considered drugs and alcohol, liaison, forensic
NOT INCLUDED
• Restraint: Physical and mechanical or seclusion as an intervention
• Review of clinical rating scales: (see Garriga et al, 2016 for a recent
review)
• Environmental factors: clinical setting, staffing, and cultural influences
• Judicial: criminal justice/ police settings
• Patient groups: <18yrs, >65yrs, learning disability, traumatic brain injury

Categories of evidence
Ia: evidence from meta-analysis of RCTs
Ib: evidence from at least one RCT
IIa: evidence from at least one controlled
study without randomisation
IIb: evidence from at least one other type of
quasi-experimental study
III: evidence from non-experimental
descriptive studies, such as comparative
studies, correlation studies and case-control
studies
IV: evidence from expert committee reports
or opinions and/or clinical experience of
respected authorities
-Meeting in June 2017, identified consensus / uncertainties
-Literature review: sys rev, RCTs, observational studies
-First draft synthesised and graded evidence, circulated
-Meeting Jan 2018 to verify recommendations

Strength of recommendation
A Directly based on category I evidence from metaanalysis of RCTs, at least one large, good quality, RCT or
replicated, smaller, RCTs
B Directly based on category II evidence from metaanalysis of RCTs, at least one large, good quality, RCT or
replicated, smaller, RCTs, or extrapolated a
recommendation from category I evidence
C Directly based on category III evidence from nonexperimental descriptive studies, such as uncontrolled,
comparative, correlation and case–control studies, or
extrapolated recommendation from category I or II
evidence
D Directly based on category IV evidence from expert
committee reports or opinions and/or clinical experience
of respected authorities, or extrapolated recommendation
from category I, II or III evidence
S Standard of good practice

Methodological concerns 1
• Design: trials vary in design; most relatively small sample size
• Challenging to design trials to demonstrate whether pre-emptive use of oral
medication pre-RT leads to reduced need for parenteral RT
• Outcomes: Multiple, diverse primary outcomes, measured at different preset time points, commonly include achieving sedation or sleep (cf calmness)
• Population: patients treated in clinical trials are very different, informed
consent problematic
• Generalisability: trials from different health care settings/ countries

Methodological concerns 2
• Intervention: Relationship between ‘onset of action’ and tranquillisation
seldom defined
• Different formulations of the same drug are not all examined in literature,
pharmacokinetics varies (Tmax: oral> IM / buccal / oral-inhaled > IV)
• Adding second antipsychotic as PRN is untested in clinical trials

• Limited evidence base for further intervention when facing RT non-response

• Our algorithm: Linear model, stepwise flow, 7 steps
•

As increased likelihood of requiring a later stage interventional category, if earlier and generally less
restrictive interventions have been tried and not had the desired outcome, the clinical state is worsening,
the risks are increasing, or patient engagement is challenging

Plus recommendations
on physical and
nursing observations

SEVEN FUNDAMENTAL OVERARCHING PRINCIPLES
• Multidisciplinary approach:
• aetiology of acute disturbance is complex and heterogeneous
• Mx: psychopharmacological, psychological, environmental and social interventions

• Effective interventions:
• evidence base confirming that they increase positive outcomes and/or reduce negative
outcomes (harm) of acute disturbance, in the immediate to short-term (minutes to hours)

• Proportionality of intervention:
• an intervention’s associated restriction on the patient should be proportionate (i.e. not
excessive) to the acute severity of the clinical risk posed by the acute disturbance
• least restrictive options available should always be considered first

• Treatment individualisation/choice:
• consideration of patient specific factors (clinical, risk and choice related)

• Treatment optimisation of underlying disorder:
• Interventions should be set in a context of the overarching goal of optimising the
treatment of the underlying disorder

• Continuous monitoring/ review of:
(i) mental/physical health (iii) treatment effectiveness/harm
(ii) risk to self/others
(iv) patient engagement level
• Risk is dynamic, and intervention selection needs to reflect this so that
• the right intervention is used for the right scenario at the right time

• Consideration of modifiers:
(i) pregnancy
(ii) drugs and alcohol
(iii) medically frailty/ physically compromised (e.g. dehydrated)
(iv) psychotropic naïvety
(v) regularly prescribed psychotropics
(vi) learning disability
(vii) extremes of age
• Certain clinical sub-populations merit specific consideration as they may require a
modified approach
• We also note the importance of an immediate debrief and a post-incident review to consider the learning points.
This should also include a review of regular medication with the aim of reducing further episodes requiring RT.

